Dumpster
love or how to make your
own Shultzi bicycle off road
touring bags from the Army
surplus store while preventing Cabin
Fever and supporting freedom of speech!

By The Putrid Peddler

The following article will attempt to explain how I created my own off road capable touring panniers from
army surplus, and hopefully inspire you to make your own. Cheap. Strong. Lightweight. Not possible? Ok,
maybe not super light, but light enough, really strong and inexpensive. The expense comes from your
labor, which is a deal, because these are fairly easy to make. Only minimal skills are necessary, and
hardly any tools. You can use any pack. Just use these principles to get thinking in the right direction.

Introduction: I love riding my bike. It’s the only exercise I can do without pain. I am a retired Firefighter
Paramedic living on a small pension. I have been a mountain bike freak, since 1987. I used to hike and
backpack, until I got injured. I can’t backpack now, due to three back surgeries and three knee surgeries,
so I took up bike touring combining both passions. It’s low or no impact, a place to sit while working hard,
and no weight on my back. After lurking on the internet touring chat rooms, I realized I am more of a bike
camper, rather than a tourer. The difference is I pedal 20 to 40 miles a day, maybe, and just fart around.
No plans other than just have fun. I can’t pound out long miles any longer, and I don’t find it fun anymore.
Because of a cold winter and severe cabin fever, I found myself satisfying my bike/touring addiction, by
designing and making my own homemade gear. I don’t really care for any of the manufactured pannier
designs. They are too expensive (main concern), too heavy, too small, too technical, too plastic, too fragile
or just too much. I don’t like BOB trailers either because they are heavier, and cumbersome (I gave mine
to my son, he can haul it). I have all the time I need, to make my bags the hard way. The way I usually
learn things. I live in Bend Oregon, and the Oregon Cascades are thirty miles away, uphill. Lakes...,
salmon, rivers and trails. After my next surgery, I hope to spend a week or two this summer putting around
up there, with my fly rod. I will flirt with women in bikinis. I will live on fish, sunshine, beer, Mother Nature
and be happy. End of cabin fever.

Goal: I decided I wanted a bombproof set of bags, which could handle single track, brush and tree limbs,
rocks, as well as repetitive dynamic shock loads, such as small drop offs that you would find on single
track. They had to be reasonablely light. They had to be inexpensive. They had to be strong. They had to
be easy to make, and they had to have some “soul.” They had to be stealthy, for free unnoticed camping,
so an earthy color was desired. They also needed to be bright and visible in low light conditions when
needed (more on this contradiction later). They had to be durable and easy to repair. I did not want
zippers, small fragile plastic buckles, delicate liners or storm sleeves, fabrics that weaken in UV light, or
high density polyethylene for pannier stiffeners (UV kills it). Everything had to be easily replaceable,
durable, easy to repair and use common hardware store stuff. I also wanted to be able to turn them inside
out for cleaning (when that jar of honey breaks in the bottom, or the fish I caught, ewe, leaks). I decided

that nothing would be rushed, that I would think extensively, to ensure that everything was designed
correctly before I began the construction . . . Very slow, . . . very thorough. After all, this was going to be
cabin fever prevention. A medical necessity, right?

Materials: After doing a few days of internet research, I decided on using military surplus bags or packs.
Cheap, available and sturdy. Originally I was thinking of using Alice packs, standard American GI packs,
made from nylon. I rode my Atlantis to my local Army surplus store two or three times over a period of a
week, rooting around in all their bins and shelves, taking different packs outside to my bike, holding them
up and checking for heel clearance, derailleur clearance, size, price, as well as “features.”
In the late seventies, I worked for the Forest Service as a wildland firefighter. We used US Army rucksacks
for carrying fire hose. Each pack carried two fifty foot long rolls of 1-1/2" hose and weighed fifty pounds.
They got worked. I threw them off my back loaded, into rocks, dirt, ashes and hot embers, ripped them
open as fast as possible and yanked out the hose violently, fire after fire after fire. This memory came back
to me in the store and I decided on German military alpine rucksacks. They are simple and heavy cotton
canvas, just like the old hose packs, but better made and nicer canvas. I could
afford them at twenty dollars each and they were new. They were big, and would
have room left over to bring my thirty pound salmon, and my gear. (Ever try to
strap a thirty-pound salmon to your handlebars? Me either, and I don’t want to.)
Fourth, they were lightweight compared to the other packs. So I bought two of
them, and headed to the local plastic store. I asked for some sheets of high
density polyethylene, (which seems that all the pannier makers use) and he told
me he was out of stock. He asked what it was for. I explained they were to be
stiffener sheets for panniers, and he suggested ABS, as it is a moldable thermoplastic, and in UV light it
does not deteriorate.. . . He explained, “It’s the same stuff they use to make fender wells on cars and
trucks, which get hammered by thrown gravel and rocks”. I decided on 1/16" thickness and had him cut two
sheets. I then went home and fiddled for a day or two deciding how I was going to assemble my “Shultzi”
panniers.
AHA! ...a fleshed out idea develops. I went back to the Army surplus store and bought ten feet of one inch
flat nylon webbing. I assembled all my tools, parts and pieces. After surfing the internet for a few days, I
chose the Arkel bracket system as it was bomb proof, aluminum, strong, simple, very adjustable and uses
commonly available hardware. On the internet, I ordered the Arkel mounting brackets, some embroidered
and “punk” canvas patches for decoration, fired up the coffee pot and accessories, and started thinking.

Thinking: How is the load going to be transferred to the Arkel brackets and hence to the rack? How is the
rucksack designed to carry a load? How can I transfer the as-designed-load-system, to a bicycle pannier
load system? How am I going to handle stress diffusion and load control? Stability? Heel clearance? Extra
features? What is needed? Wanted? Beauty and beausage? (Rivendell bicycles takes credit for the word
“beausage”. To me the word means, “beauty caused by use, either through wear, or appreciation”.) How
am I really going to use these? Are these compatible with being out in the woods, me being a nature loving
earth hippie and all, or not?
Coffee, I need coffee. My mind now awake and back on task, the dream already fading, I continued
thinking.
Am I really going to tour third world countries? Do I want my panniers capable of touring the world? How
well will these work off road? Where are they going to abrade, wear, tear or break? Ecological concerns?
What kind of message (political or otherwise) did I want to transmit to observers, from my bags? I don’t
want to convey my dream, I want something more positive. How will they wear? How can I personalize
them? (After all the trendy custom chopper crap, I have been affected Ok?) I want them to be one of a kind.
Like I said, thorough thinking . . . not only about the design, but what I wanted, not what a manufacturer
thinks is best. Because I do not own a SUV, I decided that my bags needed to be macho, and reflect my
penis size. So, huge, bold and strong it is . . . but sensitive. They had to go with my Rivendell Atlantis
aesthetically. Also, even if I never do catch that thirty-pound salmon, I wanted the capability to carry it. They
need a name . . . SUV bags. No. “Shultzi’s?” That will work. Shultzi panniers. You know. . . . Sargent
Schultz from Hogans Heros. . . .big, German and simple. (NOTE: Spelling changed, so I don’t get a “cease

and desist” letter from his lawyer. “I know nothing!”). While I am on that subject, if you try to sue me
because for some reason, these words written here, get transferred into you becoming seriously injured, “I
know nothing!”. (Disclaimer: YOU are responsible for the making of these things, so if you crash, or run the sewing machine over
your thumb, it is your fault. Here is a parable. Some guy read on the internet that you could sterilize your kitchen sponge by zapping it
in the microwave for two minutes. So he threw it in the microwave, set the timer and went outside. He heard the smoke alarm, went
back inside and discovered the sponge had caught fire, ruined his microwave and stunk up his house. He was pissed at the guy on
the internet with the original advice, because there was no mention to wet the sponge first. Helllloo? Microwaves HEAT! The message
here? Use your own brain and don’t blame me If your panniers break or turn out like crap. Take responsibility for your failure. If they
turn out bitchen, be obediant, like a good soldier and give me all the credit, and have a beer. Hurumph. End of Disclaimer).

Construction: After looking at everything I had
accumulated, two plastic sheets, webbing, glue and
rucksacks, I began. I held up the rucksacks to my rack
and realized that they were going to hang low and
interfere with the derailleur and rear stay mounted
kickstand. (Hmmmm . . . thermoplastic?!) The rucksacks
have a full sized internal pocket for a folded, thin sleeping pad. I patiently cut it out, not cutting any stitching. I
then cut the stitching of the exterior pockets and removed them. (They are heavy and the forward one would
interfere with my pedal stroke. Figure three shows the bags mounted before I cut off the rear pockets, in
case you want to leave them). .After trimming the forward lower corners for heel clearance, (figure two
shows final panel) ) I gave the edges a quick sanding. (I cut the sheets with a knife by scoring it repeatedly
using a straight edge, then bending it over a table edge. I cut two, mirror images of each other.) I glued on
the flat nylon webbing, with contact cement around the perimeter of each sheet, folding it in half lengthwise
over the edge as an abrasion buffer, helping protect the canvas from wear.( figure two) I then turned the
bags inside out and gave the interior inside panel (“backside”) two coatings of contact cement, squishing it
into the weave with a notched plastic trowel. Lots of glue....I then put a coat of the pebble side of the ABS.
(One side is smooth, the other textured) Reason being, as all the pebbling increases the size of the contact
area for glue. After extreme caution on lining up the two pieces, I stuck them together, placed them on thick
carpet, and in my slippers, walked on them, then rubbed them down hard. A roller would have been easier,
but I had none. I then let them dry for 24 hours before turning them right side out. If you use too heavy of a
stiffener, you won’t be able to turn them right side out, so it is important to use 1/16" thick ABS.
Rucksack conversion: The rucksacks come with one large main compartment and two side pockets. The
reason these bags are Alpine is because the pockets are sewn only to the bag vertically on each side,
leaving the top and bottom open so soldiers can slide their skis behind . It is important you use genuine
Alpine German rucksacks, not the “style”. The styled ones are cheap knock offs with inferior everything. The
bottom exterior has an extra layer of vinyl waterproofing on the bottom for setting it down in the snow. There
is a drawstring at the top of the bags that runs through grommets. A very strong cord lock (with two parallel
springs) cinches up the top. The top flap is lined with waterproof vinyl and fastens down with two green burly
plastic buckles. All the webbing appears to be polyester and not cotton (It melts). On the backside, the
shoulder straps are sewn to a wide piece of webbing. The webbing is sewn to the bag with three rows of
stitching, top, mid and bottom across the full width of the bag. At the bottom of the bag, there is a small
triangular assembly that the waist belt is sewn to. I cut off the shoulder straps carefully, cutting only the
stitching, but left the triangle piece in place.
The packs ‘as designed load transfer’ is through the straps, into the webbing and dispersed into the bag
through the three rows of stitching (figure 6 & 6A). I kept the same load transfer by centering the Arkel
extrusion horizontally on the webbing and melting two holes for the bolts using a hot nail, between the mid
and lower stitching lines. This leaves about two thirds of the width of the webbing above the bolt. When the
top flap is buckled down and tightened, about a half inch of this webbing folds over the top of the stiffener.
This prevents stress on the fabric, acts as an abrasion buffer and transfers some of the load by hanging
over the top of the panel. (Overkill in a way, but necessary in my opinion.) With the fender washers, stiffener
and Arkel extrusion firmly tightened down, the load transfer is the same as originally designed. The load sits
in the bottom. The weight is transferred into the fabric, then into the webbing and then into the hooks. The
glued in panels help spread the load into the fabric instead of all into the webbing strip, which makes it even
stronger than originally designed. With the load control straps tightened, much more of the load is taken off
the bottom of the bag and transferred into the bag walls themselves, as there is a slight taper to the bag,

with the bottom being narrower. This provides even better load distribution than was originally designed into
the bag. Conclusion: Bombproof.
For load control, I took the bottom narrow pieces of webbing from the
removed shoulder straps and sewed them onto the existing triangle
pieces at the bottom of the bags. They were originally sewn so they
pointed up almost vertical (figure 8). I rotated them from their original
direction so they pulled horizontally. Each bag now had two pieces of
webbing, one piece sewn to each side. On the forward strap (toward the
front of the bike) I sewed on a ladder buckle that was originally used to
adjust the shoulder straps (figure7). I then threaded the straps around
the front of the bag and under the existing sewn on anchor straps (figure
6), placing it so that when pulled to tighten, the direction of pull was
towards the rear (figure 11). By pulling this strap tight, it tightens the
whole bottom of the bag, pulling it rearward, as well as tight against the
heel-clearance-cut-out in the stiffener sheet. Figure 11 shows how the
front of the bag scrunches up when tightened, giving heel clearance. A
little scrunchy is fine. Makes it look more cuddly. Girls like cuddly right? I then
had a beer.
In figure six, the upper strap is flat webbing I purchased that is fully
circumferential and passes through the upper space on the factory sewn anchor
straps on the front of the bag. This strap anchors the bottom hook of the Arkel
bungie system, as well as being a load control. Again I used a ladder buckle on
this strap too.

Summary: Cut the pockets off as they are heavy.
Cut out the interior liner pocket thing and straps. Save
the velcro as it is green and you just never know what
you want to velcro onto your
bags. Change the direction of the bottom skinny
shoulder straps from vertical to horizontal. Sew the ladder buckle that came on the shoulder straps with
webbing close to the forward side of the bag, so that when you pull tight, it pulls the bag towards the rear of
the bike, away from your heels (Figure 11). This strap goes from side to side around the front side of the
bag. Glue flat webbing around the perimeter of the panels. Glue the panels (pebble side is glue side) to the
interior back panel. Burn holes for Arkel bolts. Install Arkel system with thread lock on the bolts. Insert a full
circumferential strap passing through the upper sewn strap holes for the Arkel hook.
The buckles that hold down the flap are kind of weird. I had to reroute them like normal fastex type, to be
able to tighten them easily. Just route them like a ladder buckle and all will be good.

